Multitask sparse representation method improves the detection performance by constructing multiple associated sub-sparse representation tasks and jointly learning multiple sub-sparse representation tasks, and this method can make use of the spectral information. However, the using of spatial information needs to be improved. This paper designs a hyperspectral image target detection method which can both make use of spectral and spatial information, that is a weighted joint k-nearest neighbor and multitask learning sparse representation method (WJNN-MTL-SR) is proposed. This method mainly consists of the following steps:1) using multitask sparse representation to obtain the representation residuals. 2) weighted joint knearest neighbor is used into the joint region of test pixels to obtain the weighted joint Euclidean distance. 3) a decision function, combining the weighted joint Euclidean distance and residuals of the multitask sparse representation, is used to get target detection result. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method show better detection performance than state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral image (HSIs) have a wealth of spectral information because they have hundreds of spectral bands, which can represent and distinguish different substances accurately. Also, HSIs have unique advantage in image processing because of their rich spectral information. Furthermore, HSI target detection, which find out target from background by using spectral information, has become an important research direction in recent years [1] - [3] . HSI target detection is widely used in real-world and has many applications in different domains, such as reconnaissance artificial object in safety and defense domain [4] , [5] , mineral detecting and geological The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sudhakar Radhakrishnan .
prospecting in geographical field [6] , [7] , contaminant detection in environment change and protection [8] - [10] .
With the development of hyperspectral image processing technology, many HSI target methods have been developed. Probabilistic statistical model assumed that the background conformed to a multivariate normal distribution, on which some methods are obtained. Such as spectral matched filter (SMF) [11] , a typical algorithm based on multivariate normal distribution, constructed a detector by the generalized likelihood ratio test. Methods based on this model also included adaptive cosine estimator (rACE) [12] and matched subspace detector (MSD) [13] . Constrained energy minimization (hCEM) [14] was another kind of target detect method, which designed a finite impulse filter (FIR) based on target signal constrained to protrude target signal and suppress VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ background signal. Kernel-based target detectors [15] - [18] combined the kernel trick and kernel technique into target detection problem, and they projected the original feature space to a high-dimensional kernel space to handle linear inseparable problems in the original space. This kind of methods included the kernel SMF [18] , the kernel orthogonal subspace projection detector [16] and kernel MSD [17] . Methods using machine learning techniques developed swiftly. some algorithm use density relationship between samples proposed detection method via Density Peak Clustering [19] . Some typical models were based on sparse representation model. Chen et al. proposed sparse representation target detector (STD) [20] , which used sparse coefficients and dictionary to represent test pixels. The dictionary consisted of target and background sample, and then the recovered residual was used to class target and background. In sparse target detection methods, a few training samples were selected to construct dictionary, however, the spectral variability phenomenon would lead to bad performance. To solve this problem, a priori target signature optimization method [21] was proposed, which could alleviate the impact of spectral variability phenomenon. In many sparse representation methods, a target dictionary formed by target samples were selected from the global image, while target samples chosen by this method was often insufficient, this way usually resulted in weakened detection performance. To solve this problem, a target dictionary construction method [22] was employed. The CEM detector was used into the predetection and select the target samples. Sparse representationbased binary hypothesis detector (SRBBHD) [23] , which combined binary hypothesis and sparse representation model, was proposed for mixed-target pixels by constructing sparse representation-based binary hypothesis model. To exploit the spatial information of HSI, the joint sparse representation (JSR) [24] was proposed, which took the neighboring test pixels into consideration, each pixel could be represented by corresponding a series of similar atoms of local region pixels. K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) [25] used Euclidean distance to measure the similarity between testing samples and training samples. As for employing spatial information, joint local region of testing sample and calculate Euclidean distance between joint testing samples and training samples, the joint K-nearest neighbor (JNN) was proposed.
The aforementioned methods have achieved better detection results. However, these methods took all bands spectral information of a pixel as a whole for target detection, it can be regarded as single-task learning model which just explore data information of oneself, and this information is limited. Simultaneously, simply calculating the pixels around the target pixels together cannot determine the importance of the pixels in the field, and the utilization of spatial information is insufficient. Based on the above considerations, we want to find a method which can both make good use of spectral and spatial information. To solve this problem, we propose the weighted joint k-nearest neighbor and Multitask Learning Sparse Representation method (WJNN-MTL-SR), which is able to combines the advantages of weighted joint k-nearest neighbor (WJNN) [26] and multitask learning sparse representation [27] . Multitask sparse representation utilizes interrelation between tasks, while WJNN weights domain pixels to make more reasonable use of spatial information.
In the rest of this paper, section 2 introduces the related works for our proposed algorithm briefly. Section 3 presents the weighted joint k-nearest neighbor and Multitask Learning Sparse Representation method (WJNN-MTL-SR) method in detail. And then, the comparative experimental results and corresponding analysis are showed in Section 4. Finally, we make a brief conclusion of our whole work related to this paper in section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS A. SPARSE REPRESENTATION
Sparse representation constructs a dictionary and approximately reconstructs the original signal by union dictionary and sparse vector. As for HSI target detection, the dictionary is constructed by appropriate target and background training samples based on prior information and the sparse vector can be obtained by solving a constrained minimization problem [20] .
Considering an HSI have N pixels and B spectral bands, the test pixel x can be represented by target samples and background samples:
where N b and N t are the number of background samples and target samples, respectively.
. . , a t N t ] are the background dictionary and target dictionary, respectively. A is the dictionary consist of both background and target dictionary,
is the sparse vector composed by background sparse vector α b and target sparse vector α t . The sparse vector α has a few nonzero entries and it can be obtained by solving a constrained minimization problem as follow:
where symbol · zero is the l 0 -norm, and it is equivalent to the number of nonzero values in the sparse vector. K 0 denotes the sparsity level [28] , which is the most amount of nonzero values in the vector. The constrained problem can be solved by the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [29] . In order to obtain better target detection, pixels are reconstructed in two parts, using only the background or target dictionary and corresponding sparse vectorα b orα t . Finally, the residuals can be computed by reconstructed pixels and original pixels.
The residual determined by background and target residual, and then the threshold is set to classify the target and background.
Multitask learning is a kind of derivation transfer learning method. The main task is using related tasks of training signals to retain domain-specific information. Multitask learning makes related tasks learn from each other and uses shared representation to train tasks in parallel to achieve goal [30] , [31] . For using multitask learning in hyperspectral image detection, related tasks should be constructed. Hyperspectral image has hundreds of spectral bands, each band responds to the same image in different light of wavelength. So, we can divide a hyperspectral image into several related sub-images. These sub-images share a common sparse representation. Considering there are T related task, y t (t = 1, 2, . . . , T ) is the sparse representation result, X t is training sample matrix, and β t is the unknown sparse vector. The multiple sparse representations are as follows:
and the equations can be solved as follow:
where (β) is regularization term.
C. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR
K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) [32] is originated from the machine learning. The K-NN calculates the distance between training samples and testing samples, and assigns the K nearest training samples class label to test samples. Considering an HSI have N training samples X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ] and conclude background class and target class. Commonly, we calculate the Euclidean distance between training samples x i and test samples y as follow:
where the Euclidean distance denotes the similarity between training samples and test samples, and then k nearest distances are pick out to denote the similarity and reduce false positives.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we proposed a hyperspectral image target detection method which can both make use of spectral and spatial information. It combined the weighted joint nearest neighbor method on the multitask learning sparse representation.
A. MULTITASK LEARNING SPARSE REPRESENTATION (MTL-SR)
Multitask learning (MTL) for hyperspectral target detection can fully exploit spectral information. The multitask learning sparse representation was proposed in [27] . Firstly, construction of related tasks is an important problem of multitask learning. we can construct related tasks by dividing the original image into some sub-images. Because the images between adjacent bands of hyperspectral images are highly correlated, we group the multiple adjacent singleband images into different groups. This group-method is called cross-grouping strategy. Supposing that the original hyperspectral image (size is h × w × B) have B bands and the number of sub-images is K, if we want to construct 3 subimages (k = 1, 2, 3), we can calculate bands that are included in corresponding tasks as follow:
where a is the remainder, B k denotes the kth sub-image. The original image is divided into 3 sub-images by the crossgrouping strategy, it preserves the correlation between subimages while constructing sub-images. After obtaining the sub-images, we can perform multitask learning. Because multiple sub-images are highly correlated, sparse representations can serve as a common underlying representation. Considering in the kth sub-image, a test pixel
, the sparse representation model is as follow:
where N b and N t denote the number of background and target samples, respectively. D kb and D kt are background and target dictionary that are composed by background and target samples, respectively. α k is the sparse vector consist of α kb and α kt . The K groups sub-images have high correlation to each other and share the same sparse representation. The original test pixel x ∈ R B , which represented by K sub-sparse representations are as follows:
Incorporating multiple sub-sparse representation to get the multitask sparse representation model:
where W ∈ R (Nb+Nt)×K is the multitask sparse vector, which is stacked by the sub sparse vector α k ∈ R Nb+Nt . ρ is the parameter of regular item l 2,1 norm. l 2,1 norm is defined as the sum of the two norms of all row vectors, and this optimization model can be solved by accelerated proximal gradient (APG) algorithm [33] - [35] .
After recovering the sparse vectorα k of each group, we can calculate the background and target residual errors as follows:
whereα kb andα kt are the background and target part ofα k .
The output of the test pixel x can be got by Equation (13): MTL-SR can make use of the spectral information. However, the using of spatial information needs to be improved.
To solve the problem, we take joint K-NN method. In this method, the neighbor region of test sample is used to improve the performance of k-nearest neighbor. Assuming target training samples X t = X t 1 , X t 2 , . . . , X t N t , N t denotes the number of target samples, test samples Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T }, where T is the number of samples. On the basis of k-nearest neighbor, the proposed algorithm combines the neighbor region pixels of each test samples. considering Y joint is all the test samples in neighbor region, Y joint = {y 1,joint , y 2,joint , . . . , y n,joint , . . . , y T ,joint }, in which y n,joint is the spatial joint neighbor region of the nth test sample. Therefore, the joint Euclidean distance can be calculated by test samples y n,joint and target training samples as follow:
Firstly, the Euclidean distance is calculated for each pixel in the joint neighbor region, and then F nearest Euclidean distances in d y n,joint , X t are selected and represented asd(F t ). Thirdly, finding the mean value of this F nearest Euclidean distances, and the final distance between test sample y n and target training samples can be obtained:
On the other hand, the residual of multitask sparse representation D MTL (y n ) can also be obtained by Equation (13) . Thus, the final detector is described as follow: D (y n ) = argmin D MTL (y n ) + λ·d mean y n,joint , X t (16) where λ is the regularization parameter to achieve balance between Multitask learning sparse residual and jointed Euclidean distance [25] .
C. WEIGHTED JOINT K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR AND MULTITASK LEARNING SPARSE REPRESENTATION ALGORITHM (WJNN-MTL-SR)
The JNN method takes spatial information and the joint Euclidean distance into consideration. However, the importance of each test sample in neighbor region is equal, and background pixel in neighbor region is also exist. So, it will result in an unsatisfactory detection performance. To solve this problem, a weighted joint nearest neighbor (WJNN) method is proposed, it adds the Gaussian weighted function into the JNN method, which gives test samples in neighbor region have different weights. The Gaussian weighted processing is as follow:
where c is the weighted half peak width, which controls attenuation parameters of weight. As for the Gaussian function, small distances will get large weights, while large distances will get small weights, thus, it is hope to eliminate the effect of background pixels. Similarly, to get final distance between test sample y n and target training samples, the mean value of weighted distance must be found, which can be obtained as follow:
Finally, by combining the weighted joint distance and the residual of multitask sparse representation D MTL (y n ), the final detector of the proposed method is described as follow: D (y n ) = argmin D MTL (y n )+λ·d (weight) mean y n,joint , X t (19) where d (weight) mean y n,joint , X t is the weighted Euclidean distance, and λ is the regularization parameter to achieve balance between residual and distance. The WJNN-MTL-SR algorithm combines the merits of MTL and WJNN, and it can effectively make use of the spectral and region spatial information to improve the detection performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASETS DESCRIPTION
We use some typical hyperspectral datasets in this paper to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The first one is a synthetic dataset provided by U.S. Geological Survey digital spectral library [36] . There are 15 endmember signatures are used to generate the synthetic data, including Labradorite HS17.3B, Rhodochrosite HS67, etc. This synthetic dataset has 224 bands and spanning from 0.4 to 2.5µm. Labradorite HS17.3B is used as the target spectrum in our experiment. Synthetic dataset generated by the target implantation method [37] . Base on this method, specific steps are as follows: Firstly, we set the spatial size of synthetic dataset which is 64×64 pixels. Each pixel is the same type of ground cover, which consists of 15 spectra mentioned above. Then, we use the clean target pixel to implant and replace WJNN-MTL-SR Algorithm Input: training samples X , which consist of target and background training samples, test samples Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ), the regularization parameter λ, the number of nearest neighbors F, the joint nearest neighbor scale S.
Step 1 WJNN for i = 1, . . . , n joint the test sample y i and construct the y i,joint base on scale S; calculate the joint distance d y n,joint , X t between target samples and y i,joint ; calculate the weighted joint distance
Step 2 MTL-SR group training samples X into three sub-training samples by cross-grouping strategy; for i = 1, . . . , n group y i into three sub-pixels by cross-grouping strategy;
get the sparse coefficient ω by APG; calculate the residual r b and r t get the MTL-SR result D MTL (y n ) end Determine the detection result based on Equation (19) Output: the detection result the corresponding background pixels. Finally, we add Gaussian white noise with 30-dB SNR into the synthetic data to evaluate the detector's performance on noise circumstances. Figure 1. (a) shows the first band of the synthetic image, and Figure 1. (b) shows the corresponding groundtruth.
The second dataset is a real hyperspectral image, which is collected by the AVIRIS. The image shows a part of the airport in San Diego, USA. The original dataset has 400 × 400 pixels, we take a part of the whole dataset that have 100 × 100 pixels, and the band number is 189 (low-SNR and water-absorption bands are removed). The spatial resolution of this image is 3.5m per pixel, we take three aircrafts as target in the image, grayscale image of this hyperspectral image is shown in Figure 2(a) , and the corresponding groundtruth is shown in Figure 2(b) . The third dataset is collected over the urban of Texas Coast, USA. The collected scene consists of 100 × 100 pixels with a spatial resolution of 17.2 m. In our experiment, 204 bands of the raw dataset are retained after removing the water absorption bands. Figure 3(a) shows the first band of the Texas Coast image, and Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding groundtruth.
B. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the proposed HSI target detection method, we firstly analysis the sub-image grouping strategy. We use two kinds of grouping strategy to construct the multitask sub-HSIs, respectively. Then we compare the detection performance for the original HSI, each sub-HSI and the multitask sub-HSIs combination, respectively. The detection performance of the above three cases through the area under the curve (AUC) values, as shown in Table 1 . The better results between two grouping strategy are labeled in hold. The task number are set as 3 (K = 3). The number of the target training samples for synthetic dataset is 5 (N t = 5), for AVIRIS dataset are also 5(N t = 5), and for Texas Coast dataset is 15 (N t = 15 ). The number of the background training samples for all of the three datasets is 150 (N b = 150). As shown in Table 1 , the performance of the multiple sub-HSIs combination is better than the original HSI from the experimental result. Especially for the Synthetic dataset and the AVIRIS dataset, the multiple sub-HSIs combination is generally better than each sub-HSIs. For the Texas Coast dataset, one sub-HSI performance is better than the multiple sub-HSI combination.
To test the effectiveness of the band cross-grouping strategy, we compare the cross-grouping strategy with the sequence-grouping strategy. The sequence-grouping strategy means grouping the bands of the original HSI into multiple groups in order. For instance, the AVIRIS dataset have 189 bands, when K = 3, we take the first 63 bands as the sub-HSI 1, the second 63 bands as sub-HSI 2, and the last 63 bands as sub-HSI 3. We get the detection performance by two grouping strategy, and the AUC values is shown in Table 1 . By comparing the results, we know that the performance of cross-grouping strategy is better than the sequence-grouping strategy. More important, for sub-HSIs, the performance of cross-grouping strategy is generally better than the sequencegrouping strategy for all datasets. From the experimental results, the multiple tasks with cross-grouping strategy show more obvious relatedness, it is more suitable for hyperspectral target detection. It is worth noting that in the sequential grouping strategy, some sub-task detection is better than multitask learning in all three datasets, this is because the key of multitask learning is to find the relationship between tasks, while the sequence-grouping strategy just divides HSI into three sub-HIS without considering the relationship among the three sub-HSI, so there is no relationship among the three subimages. In multitask learning, the sub-tasks affect each other and reduce the detection effect.
On the other hand, we analysis the effect of weighted K-nearest neighbor on our algorithm. We analysis the mainly three parameters: the number of nearest neighbors F, the regularization parameter λ and the WJNN test region scale S. These three parameters have different effect on the experiment performance. We adopt Synthetic, the AVIRIS and Texas Coast dataset for the parameter experiment, and the AUC values are used to evaluate the performance. Firstly, the number of nearest neighbors F and the regularization parameter λ are analyzed. It can be observed from figure 4 , when the number of nearest neighbors F is fixed, the best performance can be obtained by adjusting the regularization parameter λ (λ equals to 0.1 in Synthetic, λ equals to 0.55 in AVIRIS and λ equals to 3.8 in Texas Coast). The F nearest neighbors' test samples and target sample have high similarity, so this test samples can provide positive effect on WJNN. However, If the value of F is too large, some test samples have low similarity with target sample will be included, which will deteriorate performance. Combining the effects of the two parameters, the best performance can be obtained and marked in the graph. As for the parameter region scale S of the WJNN, when S increases, the test region also increases and the more spatial information can be used, which will promote the performance. The effect of S and λ is shown in figure 5 . The best performance is marked in the graph.
For MTL-SR part, we examine the effect of two parameters on the detection performance with the three datasets. this parameter is the detection task number K and the regularization parameter ρ. We fixed the parameters of WJNN part, firstly. Then, record one specific parameter at a time. We take the AUC values to evaluate the experiment performance. the experiment result shown in Figure 6, 7 .
For the number of detection task parameter, K is set as [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . In Synthetic dataset, the result is showed in Figure 6(a) , in which the detection performance slowly increases to the max value when K = 7, then the detection performance generally decreases. In AVIRIS dataset, the result is showed in Figure 6(b) , where the best AUC value is obtained in K = 3, then, detection performance tends to decline. In Texas Coast dataset, Figure 6 (c) shows the result, with the task number parameter K = 5, the detection performance rise volatility. After that, the detection performance decreases slowly. From these results we can know that the detection task number K improve detection performance to a certain extent. When parameter K is too large, detection performance would decrease. According to the experimental results of Figure 6 , for different datasets, there is a corresponding K value to obtain the best performance of the multitask sparse representation.
In Figure 7 , the results of three dataset show the influence of the regularization parameter ρ. In synthetic dataset, the AUC value increase to maximum when the regularization parameter ρ increase to 0.03, and the AUC value decrease as ρ increase to 0.09. In AVIRIS dataset, the detection performance improves as the regularization parameter ρ increase to 0.3, after that, the detection performance will decrease gradually. In Texas coast dataset, the AUC value improves, as ρ increase to 0.1 and then generally decrease as ρ increase to 0.8. these results of three dataset show that decrease the regularization parameter ρ, detection performance will improve. However, detection performance will decrease if ρ is set too small.
In the last part, we compare the proposed algorithm with some state-of-the-art algorithms in recent years to evaluate the performance. These comparison algorithms including the joint sparse representation and multitask learning (JSR-MTL) algorithm [27] , the Hierarchical constrained energy minimization(hCEM) [38] , reweighted adaptive coherence estimator(rACE) [12] , sparse representation-based binary hypothesis detector (SRBBHD) [23] . These contrast algorithms are implemented with optimal parameters. The detection performance of these detectors is provided by the receiver operation characteristics (ROC) curves and the area under the curve (AUC), as shown in Table 2 and Figure 8 , respectively.
At the same time, we add 30 dB SNR white Gaussian noise to compare the experimental results in noisy environments. From table 2, we can see that the performance of our proposed algorithm has been upgraded based on JSR-MTL, the results show that our proposed algorithm obtains a better detection performance than the other algorithms for all of the three datasets even in noisy environments. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a weighted joint k-nearest neighbor and multitask learning sparse representation method (WJNN-MTL-SR) algorithm has been proposed to combine the merits of multitask learning sparse model and weighted K-nearest neighbor for hyperspectral image target detection. Multitask learning technique constructs multiple sub-HSIs by using the inherent spectral similarity between adjacent single-band images, the band cross-grouping strategy is used to construct related multiple detection tasks. And sparse representation joint multiple sub-task to detect the target pixels. Simultaneously, the weighted K-nearest neighbor method can also distinguish targets and backgrounds. K-nearest neighbor calculate the Euclidean distance between target samples and background samples. And then Gaussian weighted function is added into Euclidean distance to obtain the weighted distance, which combines multitask sparse results with weighted K-nearest neighbor results to obtain final detect results. Through the experiments in three datasets, our proposed algorithm shows better performance than state-of-the-art algorithms.
